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ABSTRACT: An approach of using a very low flying orbit for a microsatellite to achieve a low cost imaging
mission, and its demonstration in the Israeli - French VENµS program scheduled to be launched in 2009, are
presented.
At low satellite altitude, a smaller and less expensive payload can be used to obtain the performance of another one
that operates at a higher altitude. This is true for the optical payload (of the present concern), and is even much more
conspicuous when an RF payload is involved. More savings in mission cost are achieved due to the impact of the
payload size on the satellite and on the launch cost. The main problem of flying at such altitudes is the orbital rapid
loss of energy due to the drag. This is compensated for by a fuel efficient Hall Effect electrical thruster, and by
proper low-drag configuration design. The electrical thruster's high specific impulse (of about 1350 sec. in our case)
can provide the microsatellite with several years of mission duration at the low altitude, using acceptable amount of
Xenon propellant.
This concept is scheduled to be demonstrated in the Israeli - French VENµS (Vegetation and Environment New
µSatellite) program. The VENµS mission is composed of two portions: a scientific one and a technological one. The
scientific mission consists of multispectral Earth monitoring for vegetation and water resources quality, from a SunSynchronous 2-day Earth repeating circular orbit, with a mean altitude of 720 km. The technological mission has
several goals, one of which is to simulate a satellite flying in a high drag environment and performing an enhanced
mission. In the VENµS program the enhanced mission is the same scientific mission mentioned before, only that it
is carried out at a mean altitude of 410 km, thus providing a spatial resolution almost twice as good, while
maintaining the 2-day repeating ground track. The required orbit corrections do not interfere with the Earth
monitoring task. The VENµS platform, not designed to fly at high air density environment, has over 2.7 m2 average
cross section area to the wind. Its mission at 410 km represents a mission at much lower altitude (less than 300 km)
of a different microsatellite, configured especially for high drag environment.
The paper describes the low altitude microsatellite concept and analysis, the VENµS mission with emphasis on its
technological portions, and the Israeli Hall Effect thruster which is especially designed to be used by small satellites.
Main design issues, such as electrical power supply and environment disturbances, are also addressed.
dimensions normal to the velocity vector, may be used,
then the altitude may be as low as 250 km or even
lower (The GOCE satellite has that configuration and
flies at 220 km orbit, but it is not an example of a
microsatellite). In a microsatellite, significant drag
cannot be compensated for by traditional Hydrazine
propulsion system because it requires large amount of
propellant relative to its own mass. Electrical
propulsion technology enables this mission. With its
high specific impulse (Isp), that is at least 5 times
greater than that of an Hydrazine propulsion system, it
can compensate for the drag with relatively small
amount of propellant, if the required electrical power
can be supplied. The Israeli Hall Effect Thruster
(IHET) is designed to suit microsatellites.

INTRODUCTION
The idea of flying a space mission at a very low
altitude, where the drag is significant and requires
compensation, results from the desire to reduce the size
of the payload and of the satellite and obtain high
performance mission with a microsatellite at a reduced
cost. A microsatellite is defined herein as a satellite
whose mass does not exceed 120 kg.
By the term "very low altitude" we mean an altitude
where atmospheric drag is significant and, if
overlooked, the satellite life span becomes too short.
According to this definition, the altitude referred to as
"very low" becomes dependent on the satellite mass and
cross section area. Considering that suitable
geometrical configuration, with the satellites small
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Among other enabling technologies for microsatellites
at very low altitude one must also mention GPS based
navigation systems needed in the non-predictable drag
environment, autonomous systems, and of course
miniaturized components.

Fuel for Drag Compensation
The fuel required to sustain the drag with either
propulsion system is depicted in figures 2 and 3. Two
cross sections were considered: 0.8 m2 that represents a
typical 120 kg microsatellite (with some margin), and
0.2 m2 that represents a microsatellite especially built
for reduced drag. The calculations were done for a 3year mission at solar condition of maximum activity1.
There is a range of altitudes where Xenon propulsion
needs significantly less propellant than the chemical
system. This advantage becomes more profound when
the mission duration becomes longer.

The VENµS, an Israeli - French scientific and
technological satellite to be launched in 2009,
incorporates the Israeli Hall Effect propulsion system as
a technological payload. One of the VENµS goals, to be
described herein, is to descend to a low altitude and
demonstrate the feasibility and advantages of missions
carried out with the use of the IHET. Even though the
VENµS does not comply with the microsatellite
definition (its mass is 230 kg), it provides an
appropriate example because it faces considerable drag
and other atmospheric problems. Since the scientific
portion of the mission is multispectral Earth
monitoring, the main concern in this paper is in
imaging missions.
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The aperture (D) of diffraction limited camera is linear
with the altitude (h), and depends on the required
ground resolution (x) and the spectral band used
(Maximum wavelength λ). Figure 1 depicts the aperture
required for 1 m ground resolution distance for a
panchromatic image that uses light of wavelength up to
0.7 micrometers. The well known equation
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Figure 2: Fuel Required to Sustaining Drag
(Cross Section Area = 0.8 m2)
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was used for the plot, which shows how drastically the
camera size can be reduced if a "very low altitude" is
chosen. The camera mass and complexity, and hence its
cost, vary more than by the linear proportion to its
aperture size.
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Figure 3: Fuel Required to Sustaining Drag
(Cross Section Area = 0.2 m2)
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For a rough estimate of the break even point, the
electrical propulsion "weight penalty" needs to be
considered. This includes the power supply, the extra
solar panels' area and the enlarged battery.
Denoting:
ξ = Hydrazine to Xenon fuel consumption
ratio (also the Isp's ratio)
f = Xenon required per year per area unit
(kg/year*m2), function of the height
t = Mission duration (years)
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Figure 1: Aperture for Diffraction Limited Camera
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A = Satellite cross section area normal
to the velocity direction (m2)
Δm = Excess empty mass of the electrical
propulsion system with respect
to the Hydrazine system (kg)

3.
4.

The electrical propulsion will weigh less when:

(ξ − 1) ∗ f ∗ t * A > ∆m

( 2)
5.

The results in terms of mission duration in circular
orbits are shown in figure 4 with ξ assumed to be 6, and
the excess mass – 15 kg. The plot shows for example
that the electrical propulsion system has advantage over
the chemical one for a satellite with 0.5 m2 cross
section area at 300 km, if the needed mission duration
exceeds 1 year. The IHET thrust itself was also checked
against the drag force to have sufficient margin on
activations during extreme solar conditions.

Power Supply
Except for the large mass of the Electrical Propulsion
System with respect to the chemical system, and for the
low thrust level that may not suit some missions, the
main drawback of this system is its high power
requirements. The nominal anodic power required is
300 Watts (in the VENµS configuration). Together with
the power supply losses it can reach almost 350 Watts.
This power rating is considered low for Hall Effect
thrusters. To generate this power, about 1.5 m2 GaAs
solar panels that face the sun are required (unfolding
panels).
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When flying low one needs to consider that the real
time data communication range to the ground station
(immediately after the image was taken) becomes
shorter. The maximum distance of the imaged site from
the receiving ground station is depicted in figure 5 for
the case that the camera has 300 of nadir capabilities.
This distance depends on the minimum elevation angle
of the ground station antenna required to establish
communication, which is not zero, especially for the
low resources in a microsatellite.
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Figure 4: Mission Duration for Electrical
Propulsion to be of Advantage
Thrust Level and its Implications

Distance from Imaged Site to Ground Station, km

Electrical propulsion system is characterized by low
thrust levels. Typical thrust level is of 15 mNewtons.
With the margins taken on top of the maximum
expected drag, the system design has impact on the
following:
1. The lowest possible orbit altitude for a given
satellite configuration.
2. The orbit control method: Long duration
activations (typical for the VENµS case 20 – 40
minutes) instead of the conventional short but
strong Hydrazine thrust pulse. These pulses are
applied several times a day (rather than once in a
few weeks). The pulses should be applied in a
manner that they do not interfere with the satellite's
mission. This is achieved in the VENµS project
(and with a lot of safety margins). If the altitude is
chosen such that the maximum average duty ratio
Atir

of the thruster activation is low, then there is plenty
of flexibility for the orbit control application.
The orbit control law has to compensate for the
exerted drag. Thus the satellite should have some
autonomy in the orbit control.
Orbit determination becomes more complicated a
task both because of the unknown drag and
because of the frequent thrust activations. The GPS
system can be used for this task.
Satellite autonomy should be included also in the
mission planning (because of the orbit
determination process).
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Figure 5: Real Time Communication Range
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Coverage

The Scientific Mission

It is obvious that the coverage becomes smaller as the
altitude decreases. However, if at the same cost of an
imager at high altitude, one can afford 2 imagers at half
that altitude, then the reachable imaging zone in both
cases becomes the same, while at the lower case one
obtains twice as many images. The reduced coverage is
less noticeable when an Earth repeating orbits is used.

The scientific mission consists of multispectral
monitoring of vegetation for research and precision
farming, of water recourses monitoring and of
environment preservation. Fifty sites worldwide will be
monitored regularly every two days from the same
geometrical and lighting conditions at each visit. There
are 12 spectral bands in the 400 to 900 nanometer range
of 10 to 50 nanometer spectral resolution. The special
resolution is 5.3 m, with swath width of 27.5 km. The
scientific mission requirements have been defined by
CESBIO (France), CNES, and Ben Gurion University
(Israel).

Configuration Feasibility
Satellite layout was put together, as depicted in figure
6, to show the feasibility of a 120 kg microsatellite
architecture for a 350 km orbit imaging mission.
VENµS components were used except for smaller
reaction wheels, smaller solar panels and a single star
tracker. The imaging payload is one shown in previous
conference that weighs 20 kg. The satellite bus
dimensions are 800 X 800 X 470 mm3. With the camera
protruding and without the solar panels its cross section
area in the velocity direction is 0.42 m2. The solar
panels are longer than the satellite box – 1200 mm, with
total area of 2.5 m2. The electrical propulsion system,
with 18 kg of Xenon, is the only propulsion means
onboard.

The Technological Mission
The technological mission consists of:
1. The Hall Effect Thruster validation and evaluation
2. LEO to LEO orbit transfer (from 720 km to 410
km circular sun-synchronous orbit) using IHET.
3. Maintenance of a precise orbit at high drag
environment, and support of the scientific mission
at the low altitude, using IHET.
The technological mission and its rational are described
in length later in this paper. The properties of the two
orbits are summarized in table 1.
Table 1: VENµS Orbits
High Orbit
circular,

circular,

sun-synchronous

sun-synchronous

Altitude

720 km

410 km

Revisit Time

2 days (29 orbits)

2 days (31 orbits)

Swath Width

27.5 km

13 km

Resolution

5.3 m

2.9 m

Drag

Negligible

Considerable

Orbit Type
Figure 6: A Possible Low Altitude Configuration
THE VENµS PROJECT 2, 3
VENμS (Vegetation and Environment Monitoring New
µSatellite) is a joint Israeli-French space project for
Earth monitoring, conducted by both space agencies
(CNES and ISA). The prime contractor in Israel is the
Joint Venture for microsatellites of RAFAEL and the
Israel Aircraft Industry (IAI). The optical payload is
provided by CNES and manufactured by ELOP. The
satellite is scheduled to be launched in 2009.

The VENµS bus
The VENµS bus, depicted in figure 7, is based on the
latest IMPS (Improved Multi - Purpose Satellite
platform) of IAI.

The satellite has two missions:
1. Scientific: multispectral Earth observation.
2. Technological: Validation of the Israeli Hall Effect
Thruster (IHET) and demonstration of its mission
enhancement capabilities.
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Table 2: The IHET Main Characteristics (1)
Thrust
> 15 mNewt
Specific Impulse (Isp)

>1300 sec

Nominal Anodic Power

300 Watts (2)

Dimensions (with Cathode) 169 X 119 X 91 mm3
Figure 7: CAD Drawing of the VENµS Satellite

Thruster Mass

1.5 kg

Operating Life

> 1000 hours

Number of Operations
> 4000 activations
(1)
At the nominal working point
(2)
The minimum operating power is 250 W

The VENµS is not a microsatellite - its wet weight is
230 kg. It includes a chemical propulsion system with 5
kg of Hydrazine propellant as its primary propulsion
system, and the electrical propulsion system, with 14 kg
of Xenon propellant as the technological payload. The
ELOP multispectral camera (VSSC) is cylindrical, and
weighs 35 kg.

Two Hall Effect Thrusters are incorporated in the
VENµS platform, positioned on opposite walls,
providing redundancy and operational flexibility. The
IHET system is a complete propulsion system, capable
of fulfilling the VENµS propulsion needs. It is installed
as a payload, namely in addition to a Hydrazine main
propulsion system, because it will be its first operation
in space. Once its proper operation and reliability are
demonstrated, the IHET system will perform the orbit
maintenance and control tasks. Unlike typical Hall
Effect low thrust propulsion systems, it is designed for
short periods of activations, as short as 20 minutes per
activation (of course those are long periods with respect
to Hydrazine thrusters).

THE HALL EFFECT THRUSTER (IHET)
The technological payload for the VENµS mission is
the electrical propulsion system based on the Israeli
Hall Effect Thruster (IHET) developed by the SNRC
(Soreq Institute) and RAFAEL. This IHET (figure 8) is
specially designed to operate at 300 Watts. It uses
Xenon for propellant with specific impulse of 1300 sec.

The IHET can operate under a range of power ratings.
Its thrust and specific impulse are presented in figures 9
and 10.
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Figure 8: Photo of the Israeli Hall Effect Thruster
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The IHET is especially designed to suit microsatellites.
Its main characteristics are summarized in table 2.
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Figure 9: Thrust Dependence on the Power Supplied
to the Thruster's Anode
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THE TECHNOLOGICAL MISSION
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The Technological mission objectives are divided into
two main categories: validation and qualification of the
IHET, and demonstration of its mission enhancement
capabilities.
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Since the IHET thruster is about to fly for the first time,
acquiring space heritage is an important part of the
technological mission objectives. This includes:
1. Demonstration of IHET proper operation under
space environment conditions.
2. Validation of its life span.
3. Verification of the predicted IHET performance
under space environment conditions, and its
deterioration with time. This includes parameters
such as: thrust, specific impulse, fuel consumption,
electrical power required etc.
4. Examination of IHET effects on other subsystems
(pollution, electrical potential).
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Figure 10: Specific Impulse Dependence on the
Power Supplied to the Thruster's Anode
The IHET Propulsion System
The propulsion system is depicted in figure 11. It
includes
• 2 thrusters, 1.5 kg each
• Fuel supply and control subsystem with 9 liter
fuel tank.
•
Power supply unit (PPU) with thruster selector.
This unit is heavy right now (not optimized and
not miniaturized) because it serves only to
support the technological demonstration.

Mission Enhancement Capabilities Demonstration

Satellite C

The specific impulse of the IHET system is better than
that of a conventional Hydrazine propulsion system.
This means that it can provide certain ∆V by
consuming less propellant than required by a Hydrazine
propulsion system for the same task, as mentioned in
the introduction. During the VENµS mission, the IHET
thruster will be used to demonstrate its capabilities and
effectiveness in performing the following high ∆V
tasks, which cannot be performed with microsatellites
using traditional Hydrazine propulsion system:
1. Perform a mission that is the same as the VENµS
scientific mission of multispectral Earth
monitoring, except that it is carried out at a low
altitude, where the atmospheric drag plays a
significant role (emulating a generic very low orbit
mission). With the reduced altitude the images
resolution increases and its swath decreases with
respect to the VENµS scientific mission at the
higher altitude. The frequent revisits, the strict
Earth repeating and sun synchronous orbit and the
stringent imaging conditions will be maintained.
This mission is of scientific value, and its improved
resolution yields useful products for VENµS
research purposes.
2. Perform LEO to LEO orbit transfer. This
demonstrates high ∆V maneuver task. The
maneuver of descending about 300 km while
maintaining the sun-synchronous property,

LEGEND PPU/TSU- Power Processing Unit/ Thruster Selecting
XFC- Xenon Flow Controller
HET – Hall Effect Thruster
PT – Pressure Transducer
PV – Pyro Valve
- - - - Control and Electric Line
Fuel Line

Figure 11: Hall Effect Thruster Block Diagram
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complies with the need for transition from the
VENµS scientific mission to the low altitude
mission. The high ∆V is required for both altitude
and inclination angle changes.
Mission Description
The Venμs Technological mission is comprised of three
phases. During the first phase, of about two and half
years, the VENµS mission is primarily designed to
provide imaging. The technological mission will be
activated once a month. IHET experimental activations
will be performed for performance evaluation and for
orbit maintenance. In addition, each year, there will be
a dedicated Technological mission month to perform
multiple experiments and accumulate activation time.
At the end of each experiment, IHET thrusters will be
used to bring the satellite back to its nominal orbit.

Figure 12: VENµS Third Mission Phase at 410 km
Altitude, IHET Orbits in Blue, Imaging Orbits in
Yellow.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the concept of a very low altitude
microsatellite mission is discussed. Several advantages
and disadvantages for flying at such an altitude were
presented. For missions that can benefit from low
altitude implementation there still remains the major
problem of flying through a dense atmospheric
environment.

After about two years, VENμS will start its second
mission phase and will change orbit to a lower altitude
circular sun-synchronous orbit. The orbit transfer will
take up to 6 months. During orbit transfer, the thrusters
will be activated each orbit for the entire orbit sunlight
time. This major orbit change, of about 300 km in
altitude, 1.2° in inclination angle, and controlling the
RAAN and equatorial crossing local time will consume
no more than 7.5 kg of Xenon.

The technological mission of the VENµS project,
regarding the Israeli Hall Effect Thruster (IHET), is
presented to substantiate the low altitude mission
concept. Even though the VENµS itself is not a
microsatellite, its technological mission simulates a low
altitude in the sense presented in this paper since the
drag force is significant.

During the third and final mission phase, VENμS will
keep imaging at a circular sun-synchronous orbit at a
mean altitude of 410 km, while maintaining the 2-day
revisit ground track. Note that the VENµS satellite was
not designed for a very low altitude, and its crosssection area is not small. To compensate for the drag,
IHET thrusters will be activated every forth orbit.
Autonomous control will determine the duration of
each of the IHET activations, maintaining the VENµS
satellite within a predetermined stringent tolerance with
respect to the nominal orbit (control box). In order to
maintain the VENµS satellite within this control box
for a whole year, during solar max conditions, about 4
kg of fuel is needed. The VENµS mission orbits
comparison was given in table 1. The ground tracks are
shown in figure 12, distinguishing between imaging
orbits and orbits in which corrective thruster pulses are
applied.
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The technological mission of VENµS will demonstrate
the feasibility of using IHET for orbit control and of
carrying out undisturbed imaging mission, similar to
what should be required from a microsatellite at a very
low altitude.
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